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The Petitioners filed election challenges on or after December 7, 2020 challenging the
election held on December 5, 2020. The challenges filed after December 10, 2020 were
dismissed as untimely. The Petitioners submitted duplicate challenges for the candidacy of
Michael King and Nicole Edgewater. Other challenges were also duplicated, and hearings were
held on December 17th and 18th 2020 according to the subject of the challenges. 1
I.

BACKGROUND
a. Tribal Constitution and Election Ordinance

The election on December 5, 2020 was held to fill positions authorized in Article IV of the
San Juan Southern Paiute Tribe’s Constitution which defines the Tribal Council as consisting of
seven members – a President, a Vice President, an At-Large member, two members who reside
in the Northern Area, and two members who reside in the Southern Area. The seats at issue
were the President, Vice President and one member each of the Northern and Southern areas.
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The hearings were concluded on December 18, 2020; however, this Judge was physically
unable to complete the written orders until December 20, 2020.
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The qualifications in Article IV, Section 2, specify that the President and Vice President
must “reside within the territory of the Tribe or within one hundred fifty (150) miles of the
territory of the Tribe, and who must be at least twenty-five (25 years of age. Article IV, Section
3, specifies that the Area Council Members must reside within their respective areas as
determined by the Tribal Council, and must be at least twenty-one (21) years of age. The AtLarge Member must meet the same residency requirement as the President and Vice President,
and must be at least twenty-one (21) years of age. In addition, Article VIII of the Constitution
directs the Tribal Council to appoint an Election Board to conduct elections and provides in
Section 5 that the Election Board shall conduct “a nomination meeting of eligible voters to
nominate tribal members as candidates for Tribal Council seats.”
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In 2019 the Tribal Council, in consultation with the Election Board and legal counsel for the
Election Board, approved a resolution to “restate and amend” the 1997 Election Ordinance to
include several resolutions defining procedural changes that had recently occurred. (Resolution
2019-162, 12/18/19)
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b. The Election
The San Juan Southern Paiute Const. Art. VIII, Sec. 4 authorizes the Election Board to
“conduct all elections.” The Special Election occurred on Saturday, December 5, 2020. Driveup polls were established outside of the Administration Building located in Tuba City, Arizona.
The Election Board answered some of the challenges, especially the procedural failures, by
citing the Appellate Court’s order to conduct an election by December 31, 2020. The Court
understands the desire to abide by the Appellate Court’s orders; however, no effort was made to
notify either court or seek an extension.
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c. Challenges
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The deadlines for bringing an election challenge are established in the Election Ordinance:
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Any Tribal Member may challenge the election results by filing the challenge in
Tribal Court within five (5) calendar days after the election in accordance with
the procedural requirements of the Tribal Court. The Tribal Court shall hear and
decide all elections challenges within ten (10) days from the date the challenge is
filed.
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At the close of the deadline, there were seven (7) petitions filed by six (6) petitioners. The
details of the filings are summarized for reference in the table below:
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1

Date Filed

Petitioner

2

Case # SJSPT-

Issues

Hearing Date
and Time

12/7/20 at
4:03 pm

Whiskers,
Rose Ann

2020-02

1. King qualifications, real name
Michael Salt and enrollment.
2. Edgewater physically able to
serve

12/18 at 9 am and
12/18 at 10 am

Lehi,
Johnny Jr.

2020-03

King qualifications

12/18 at 9 am

6

12/8/20 at
11:49 am

7

12/9/20 at
1:51 pm

Tallman,
Louise

2020-04

Nicole Edgewater qualifications

12/18 at 10:00 am
(Edgewater qualifications)

8

12/10/20 at Smith,
8:34 am
Deeanna

2020-05

1. King qualifications and
2. King access to email
addresses

12/18 at 9 am

12/10/20 at Choe,
2:53 pm
Lepayton

2020-06

Pencil for process and no
verification of CIB or residency
to vote

12/18 at 11 am

12/10/20 at Preston,
4:06 pm
May

2020-07

1. Graymountain did not resign
2. King qualifications
3. Edgewater qualifications
Did not post eligible voter lists
as required by law
4. Not allowed to speak at
nomination meeting
5. Used different standards for
nominations - not fair
6. Campaigning at site by King
and Yellowhair

12/17 at 3:30 pm
(Graymountain);
12/18 at 9:00 am (King
qualifications);
12/18 at 10 am (Edgewater
qualifications);
12/18 at 11 am (process not
followed including
campaigning at the site)
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d. Motions to Dismiss
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The Election Boards filed a Motion to Dismiss in response to each Petition pursuant to Fed.
R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) that authorizes the Court to dismiss a complaint for “failure to state a claim
on which relief can be granted.” 2 A dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim can
be based on either (1) the lack of a cognizable legal theory or (2) insufficient facts to support a
cognizable legal claim. Balistreri v. Pacifica Police Dept, 901 F.2d 696, 699 (9th Cir. 1990).
Each motion addressed the challenges in the Petitions by subject and according to the facts.
The Court scheduled the hearings based on the subject of the challenges which could be
divided into three separate candidate’s qualifications challenges and a challenge of various
violations of the Election Ordinance(s) that involved basic voting processes and procedures.
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The Tribal Court does not have an approved Civil Procedure ordinance.
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The Motions to Dismiss filed in these cases informed the Court that the Election Board had
not been noticed of the passage of the Resolution that restated and amended the Election
Ordinance. (Resolution 2019-162, December 18, 2019) The Election Board’s legal counsel
produced emails between her and the Tribe’s General Counsel that indicate she became aware
of the passage of the Resolution on November 9, 2020; however, both counsel and her client
participated in the discussions that resulted in the changes and were aware that passage was
pending. 3 (Resp. Motion to Dismiss - Preston, Ex. L). When the Election Board learned the
2019 Election Ordinance had been approved by the Tribal Council, it held a vote among its
members and decided to use the 1997 Election Ordinance.
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II.

ANALYSIS OF CHALLENGES
a. Challenge to Michael King’s Candidacy

The Petitioners’ 4 challenges to Michael King (hereinafter King) are based on his status as a
student in Kansas for the past several years. (Resp. Motion to Dismiss – Preston, Ex. N) King
sent emails to many, if not all, of the tribal membership stating his status and campaigning for
votes. (Pet. Lehi, attached) The Petitioners who challenged the approval of his candidacy, all
stated that he did not meet the residency requirement for the position of President.
Beyond the age and tribal enrollment requirements, Article IV, Section 2 of the San Juan
Southern Paiute Tribe’s Constitution details the requirements for President and Vice President:
The Tribal Council shall include the positions of President and Vice President
who must reside within the territory of the Tribe or within one hundred fifty
(150) miles of the territory of the Tribe. . . . (Emphasis added)
The Constitution further defines the residency requirement in Art. IV, Section 6:
Persons nominated to run for Tribal Council seats must be enrolled tribal
members who meet the age requirements set forth in Article IV on or before the
date of the election, and they must meet the residency requirements set forth
in Article IV for at least one year prior to the date of the election. . . .
(Emphasis added)
Article VIII, Section 14 directs the Tribal Council to enact an election ordinance “consistent
with this constitution which covers all necessary procedures for all elections.” The Election
Board notes in the Motions to Dismiss, that the Constitution nor the Election Ordinance specify
the documents that nominees must present to prove their qualifications. The Election Board
reviews the qualifications of the nominees as set forth in both the Tribal Constitution and
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The Court notes that the Tribal Court was not advised of the amendments and restatement until
the challenges were filed.
4
Petitioners Whiskers, Lehi, Jr., Smith and Preston all made the objection in their Petitions
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Election Ordinance. (Elect. Ord., Art VII, Sec. 2 (1997), §702 (2019)). The Election Board
must reject any nominees who do not meet all of the statutory qualifications.
The Petitioners argued that King’s student status prevented him from meeting the residency
requirement for one year prior to the date of the election as required by the Constitution and
restated in the Election Ordinance(s).
The burden of proof is clearly stated in Article XII, Section 1(c) of the Election Ordinance,
as “clear and convincing evidence” and it is a high standard of proof. There must be a high
probability that any fact in question is true. The Tribal Court must find the burden has been met
with respect to two separate issues: 1) Was the election conducted in violation of Tribal law or
in an unfair manner? 2) Did the violation alter the results of the election?
The hearing was held telephonically on December 18, 2020. Petitioners Rose Ann
Whiskers 5, Johnny Lehi Jr., Deeanna Smith, and May Preston participated, and Ms. Chris Love
represented the Election Board. Michael King participated as a witness for the Election Board.
Ms. Love argued that the Motion to Dismiss must be granted based on Mr. King’s candidacy
requirements being met. She stated the Election Board was not aware of his student status until
the challenges were filed. His residency was verified by his state-issued identification card with
an address of 4 miles North of the Navajo Mountain Chapter in Utah, which is within 150 miles
of the tribal territory in the Northern Area. (Resp. Motion to Dismiss Preston, p. 11 and Ex. D)
The address matched that of his records with Enrollment and Tribal Administration.
The Notice of Nomination Meeting and Special Election clearly states that a state-issued
identification card is permissible for both proof of identification and proof of residency. (Resp.
Motion to Dismiss Preston, Ex. C) Ms. Love stated the Election Board had full authority to
determine what records it will accept to prove residency pursuant to the Election Ordinance.
(Const. Art. X, Sec. 8(a); Election Ordinance §1008 (2019)). Thus, Election Board was satisfied
that Mr. King met the candidate residency qualification based upon the documentation he
submitted.
Ms. Love stated that the Election Board stipulated to King being a full-time student and that
he was attending Haskell Indian University 4 of the 12 months but still maintains his residency.
Ms. Love cites a Tribal Court decision, Order Re: Student Voting Eligibility for In the Matter of
the July 18, 2015 General Election submitted in January of 2016. That case dealt with the voter
eligibility of a college student. Ms. Love acknowledged that the Constitutional requirement for
voters to reside within or 150 miles from tribal lands had been removed by a Secretarial
Election in 2019. The case discussed the definition of residency for a student attending higher
education away from the tribal lands. Petitioner Smith responded that candidacy was different
than voting. Petitioner Lehi stated that the Constitution says you have to live within the territory
and returning on breaks is not residing.
The Court agrees with the Petitioners. The case is distinguishable. The right to vote is
distinguishable from the right to hold the highest offices within the Tribe. The plain language of
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Ms. Whiskers was assisted by an interpreter Evelyn James.
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the Constitution and the Election Ordinance do not provide for an exception to the residency
requirement under any circumstances.
The Tribe amended the Constitution by secretarial election to remove the requirement as to
voting a relatively short time ago. The identical requirement for candidacy or an exception for
students could have been added to the ballot and determined by the voters. It was not.
Instead, the Election Board inserted language into the election notice that allowed a voter to
present verification of acceptance to a college or university after the 2015 order. (Resp. Motion
to Dismiss-Preston, Ex. C) During the hearing, it was verified that King did not submit such a
letter or verification. When the Constitution was amended to remove the residency requirement
for voting, the Election Board decided to leave the residency verification for students in the
candidacy verification of the notice of election. (Resp. Production of Documents, p. 7) As
Petitioner Preston noted, the Notice appears to say that the residency qualification is different
for a student. It implies that a student residency exception for candidacy is in the election laws.
Petitioner Whiskers added that King never comes to the tribe or visits the people. Ms.
Whiskers is an elder and that is an expectation of tribal leaders. She stated that King does not
speak Paiute but speaks Navajo. Unfortunately, this objection and further discussion could have
occurred if a nomination meeting had been held according to the Election Ordinance. The
Constitutional requirement for residency creates an expectation that the elected tribal leaders
will currently reside in the community and not simply be enrolled.
The Court did not acknowledge the complaint that King was provided with the tribal
members’ email addresses without their consent. This allegation is not within the purview of the
Court’s review, and it should be brought to Administration and/or the Tribal Council for
investigation and further action.
Ms. Love emphasized that King’s election to the Presidency was the will of the people and
should not be disturbed. If King had not been included as a candidate, the election results would
have been different, and another candidate would have been elected. The Court’s findings do
not preclude Mr. King from being elected in the future and there is no evidence that he sought in
any way to bypass the qualifications for office.
The Court finds that the Election Board published an Election Notice that allowed a student
exception to the residency requirements. The Court finds the Election Board’s Nomination
Form is insufficient, resulting in the Election Board being unaware of King’s status. The Court
finds that by clear and convincing evidence the Election Board violated the election laws and
held an unfair Presidential Election. The Court finds that the outcome of the election would
have been different, if the violation had not occurred.
b. Challenge to Nicole Edgewater’s Candidacy
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The Petitioners’ 6 challenges to Nicole Edgewater’s (hereinafter Edgewater) candidacy are
based on the allegation that Edgewater does not live in the Northern Area, although she was a
candidate for the Northern Area. Similar to the requirements for President and Vice President, the
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Petitioners Tallman and Whiskers challenged Ms. Edgewater’s residency in their Petitions.
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candidates for the Northern Area must have resided in the Northern Area for one year prior to the
election.
The hearing was held telephonically on December 18, 2020. The Petitioners Louise Tallman,
Rose Ann Whiskers and May Preston participated. Respondent’s legal counsel Chris Love
represented the Election Board. Ms. Heather Graymountain, the Election Board Secretary was
reportedly on standby. Ms. Love informed the Court that Nicole Edgewater was unable to call
since the hearing was running significantly behind schedule.
Ms. Tallman stated she had two witnesses that she wanted to participate: Graham Tallman
III and Johnny Lehi, Sr. Ms. Love objected as the two witnesses were not disclosed to her. The
scheduling order issued for each case included deadlines for submitting witness lists. Ms.
Tallman did not submit a witness list; however, the two witnesses had emailed the Court with
information that appeared to be statements. The Court Clerk contacted each and advised the
statements were not sworn statements; however, if they wanted to participate in the hearing,
they needed to advise her immediately. She received no responses. The Court asked if a
continuance would solve both Ms. Edgewater’s conflict and allow time for Ms. Love to review
the witnesses’ emails and/or contact them. Ms. Love stated she was not available in the
afternoon. The Court sustained the objection and the witnesses were excused.
Ms. Love stated that Ms. Edgewater has lived at 2.5 miles North of Navajo Mountain
Chapter, which was in the Northern Area, since approximately 2008, when she was a high
school student. (Resp. Motion to Dismiss Ex. I Declaration of Nicole Edgewater) Ms. Love
stated that at no time during the 12 months immediately preceding the election did she change
residences. Ms. Love cited the Tribal Court decision, Order Re: Student Voting Eligibility for In
the Matter of the July 18, 2015 General Election that discusses residency for voting students.
The Court finds the Order distinguishable as discussed in the King challenge. Ms. Love argued
that even if Ms. Edgewater stayed away from her residence because of hospitalization or to be
closer to her medical appointments, she presented the required verification and that is all the
Election Board is required to review to verify her eligibility as a nominee.
Ms. Tallman stated that she also has to travel for medical appointments and it is a 1½ hour
drive. She stated that the community is small, and everyone knows who comes and goes out of
Navajo Mountain. Ms. Tallman insisted that she has not seen Edgewater in the area consistently
for years.
Ms. Love stated that the driver’s license address is consistent with Ms. Edgewater’s
enrollment records and the address listed with Tribal Administration. She stated that a State
issued driver’s license is a required form of verification established by the Election Board. The
Election Board had no information that the address was not current. Since most candidates from
the Northern Area list a PO Box as their mailing addresses, it was not questioned that
Edgewater’s address was a PO Box. Ms. Love stated that other forms of identification such as a
tribal or federal ID do require additional information.
All acceptable forms are listed on the election notice and include utility bills and mail or
having a tribal member come in to vouch for the nominee. The Court asked why additional
information was not required with a state issued ID. Ms. Love responded that a state ID has a
picture and additional information such as a date of birth and physical identifiers. Ms. Love
further explained that the Election Board does not have a lot of resources, and the Board has
varying levels of experience. Further she explained that the criminal background was performed
OPINION AND ORDER
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only to determine if a nominee had served a year or more in custody and could not be used for
any other reason. Ms. Love stated that if someone had brought up the challenge at the
nomination meeting, which was restricted to submitting forms from a drive-through line, the
Election Board may have researched further.
Ms. Tallman responded that she had the Chapter House verify her residency. The letter
verifies how many miles away she lives, the type of home she lives in and its location. She
noted that most people in her family do not change their identification even if they move away
to the city. Ms. Tallman expressed her frustration at the Election Board’s position that no one
knew Ms. Edgewater did not live in the Northern Area and is residing with her significant other
in Tuba City. Ms. Tallman expressed her frustration that challengers were not provided with
attorneys to speak for them. She stated that her utility bill also listed what kind of home she has
and where it’s located.
Ms. Preston stated that people sometimes will use different addresses to get benefits. She
believes that the Election Board has a higher duty to verify residency for office. She stated that
the requirement is that you reside in the area for 365 days. She stated that the requirement is not
that you go back and forth. Ms. Preston expressed her concern that the Election Board does not
use its authority fairly.
Ms. Tallman was sworn in and gave testimony. She testified that she has lived in the area for
53 years and was raised there. She stated she knows Nicole Edgewater because she is her niece
on her mother’s side. She is not sure how long Edgewater has had a home with her parents, but
she is sure that during the last year she has not seen her. She stated the road in and out of the
area is used by all who live there, and that Edgewater’s parents’ home is approximately two
miles away from her home.
Ms. Preston was sworn and gave testimony. She stated that she gave her driver’s license to
verify her residency. An Election Board member refused her driver’s license stating that it had a
PO Box listed as an address. Ms. Preston has never had her identification refused. She instead
presented her Arizona voter registration card, and it was accepted. Ms. Preston challenged the
document presented and referred to it as The Matrix, summarizing the documents the nominees
presented for verification of residency. 7 The Matrix listed Ms. Preston’s form of verification as
her driver’s license. (Resp. Motion to Dismiss-Preston Ex. E) She stated the information is
inaccurate. The Court notes that in the production of documents Ms. Edgewater’s state issued
driver’s license listed a PO Box as an address. (Resp. Discovery p. 40)
Ms. Love correctly noted that it is the Petitioners’ burden to prove that Ms. Edgewater did
not reside within the Northern Area territory within the 12 months immediately preceding the
Special Election. She argued that a hospital is not a residence and staying in the “city” from
time-to-time to be closer to medical appointments was not a change in residence. The Court
agrees; however, it is clear that there is a question of Ms. Edgewater’s residency.
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The Court modified its discovery order after the respondent filed a motion to object to the need
to present all documents and redact them based on the short timeframe for these cases. The result was a summary
labeled a matrix that summarized the documents presented to verify each nominee's eligibility.
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In reviewing the available election cases in order to hear this challenge, this Judge noted that
there were numerous cases over many years challenging the residency of candidates. Although
the Petitioners could not meet their burden in proving Ms. Edgewater did not reside in the
Northern Area for the last 12 months prior to the election; the question for this Court remains as
to whether or not the Election Board has a duty to do more than review state issued IDs to
enforce the residency requirement.
The Respondent argues vigorously that it has the authority to determine any issue not
provided for in the tribal law. The Constitutional requirement of residency is clear and is stated
in plain language, without exceptions. The Court finds that the Election Board is charged with
ensuring that the law is followed. If the Election Board has not established a process that fairly
and uniformly requires proof of residency and not merely a mailing address listed on a state
issued identification card, the effect is to nullify the Constitutional requirement of residency.
The Court finds that such action is a violation of the Constitution and Election Ordinance
regardless of which version is applied. The Court finds the Election Board’s Nomination Form
and process do not illicit enough information from nominators and nominees such that the
Election can fulfill its duty to ensure the Constitutional requirements of residency are met.
The Court cannot find that the outcome of the election would be different because an
alternative verification process has not been established and it cannot be predicted whether Ms.
Edgewater could have produced the appropriate documentation or a tribal member to vouch for
her. During the hearing, Ms. Preston testified that family members will go to any lengths to
have their relatives elected. It is unclear what the process should be; however, it is clear that
residency challenges will continue to be filed in each election until a clear and fair process is
established or the Constitution is amended.
The Court cannot find that the Petitioners’ have met the burden of clear and convincing
evidence as to Ms. Edgewater’s residency.
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c. Challenge based on Councilman Graymountain’s Failure to Resign
Petitioner Preston’s challenge regarding Councilmember Graymountain (hereinafter
Graymountain) is based on the addition of §402 to the 2019 Election Ordinance. The section
states:
Any incumbent accepting a nomination to run for a Council seat, other than for
the same Council seat he or she currently occupies, shall resign in writing from
his or her current Council seat prior to the end of the Nomination Meeting. Any
incumbent who fails to submit his or her resignation in a timely manner as
required by this Section shall be deemed to have committed a violation of the
Code of Ethics and shall be subject to disciplinary action or removal from office
pursuant to Article IX of the Constitution. (Resolution No. 2019-162,
12/18/2019)
The hearing was held telephonically on December 18, 2020. Petitioner May Preston
participated, and Ms. Chris Love represented the Election Board. Ms. Heather Graymountain,
the Election Board Secretary was on stand-by as a witness for the Respondent.
OPINION AND ORDER
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Ms. Love argued that the Election Board placed all qualified candidates on the ballot. She
stated that there is no remedy for the Petitioners’ challenge since the Court does not have the
authority to remove a sitting councilmember. She further stated that Graymountain had met all
of the qualifications to be nominated for candidacy, regardless of whether he currently held a
position as the Northern Area Councilmember.
Ms. Love further argued that it was Graymountain’s duty to resign. If he failed to resign the
Tribal Council could enforce the law either through removal or as an ethics code violation. She
noted that to date no ethics code has been enacted.
The Court asked the Petitioner to address the document she submitted as a .jpg file. The
document was a redacted letter from the Election Board in 2015 advising a nominee that they
would not be placed on the ballot because they had failed to submit their resignation from the
Tribal Council. Both parties agree that at the time the letter was sent there was no ordinance in
place, specifically addressing this issue. According to the Petitioners, it was the practice. Ms.
Love stated that the 2015 Election Board must have been recognizing Arizona state law. She
argued that without an applicable law, the Tribe would look to federal law, and there is no
federal law requiring resignation prior to candidacy.
The Court noted that if the Election Board had not disregarded the 2019 Election Ordinance,
the issue could have been brought to the Court prior to the election and resolved.
The Petitioner argued that the Election Board should not be allowed to “pass the buck” to
the Tribal Council. She noted that the section comes directly after the qualifications for
candidacy. Additionally, this was not a new role for the Election Board based on the letter, as
evidence, that prior boards had refused to allow a current councilmember to run for a different
seat without providing a resignation.
Ms. Love argued that based on the plain language of the law, the remedy for a violation lies
with the Tribal Council and not the Tribal Court. The Court agrees. The Court cannot find that
based on the plain language of the section, the Election Board had a duty to enforce a
resignation requirement as written by refusing to place the nominee on the ballot.
If the intention of the Tribal Council was for enforcement by this method, the plain language
of the section needs to state the process to be used by the Election Board. The Court cannot find
that the second prong of the standard has been proven by clear and convincing evidence since
the nominee could have chosen to resign and would have been a candidate on the ballot. The
consequences of Councilman Graymountain’s refusal to resign lies with the Tribal Council.
The Court cannot find by clear and convincing evidence that the Election Board violated the
Constitution or Election Ordinance.
d. Challenge of an Unfair Election or Unlawful Processes
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The hearing was held telephonically on December 18, 2020. Petitioner May Preston and
Lepayton Choe participated and Ms. Chris Love represented the Election Board. Ms. Heather
Graymountain, the Election Board Secretary was on stand-by as a witness for the Election
Board.
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The challenges under this section are based on the statutory processes for holding the
election and voting. The Election Board made the decision to use the 1997 Election Ordinance
reportedly because of the late notice of the passage of Resolution 2019-162. The December
election was already being planned and the timelines and changes in the 2019 Ordinance were
not followed. The Election Board did not ask or follow up to determine the status of the
amendments it knew were pending from December 2019.
i. Failure to post eligible voter lists timely
Petitioner Preston raised the issue of the posting of the Eligible Voters List. The Election
Boards stipulated that the lists were not posted on time; however, a list was posted at the time of
the election on the window of the Administration Building. Ms. Love noted that the challenge is
not based on someone not being allowed to vote and as such, the challenge should be dismissed.
Ms. Preston stated that this was one of several mistakes or failures that lead to the election
being unfair. Ms. Heather Graymountain testified that she did not remember when the list was
posted.
The Court cannot find that the outcome of the election would have been different had the
Eligible Voter List been posted as required by law.
ii. Failure to use ink as required by the Election Ordinance
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The method of voting is described in §1003, subsection B states, “Each eligible voter shall
vote in privacy by placing a mark in ink opposite the name of the candidate for whom he is
voting.” (Amended and Restated Election Ordinance (2019))
The Election Board’s Motion to Dismiss explained that the vendor hired to provide the
electronic ballot reader provided the pencils. Ms. Love stated the Notice of Election requested
that voters bring their own pens; however, almost all failed to do so. Ms. Love stated that
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Election Board did not want to supply pens. She
argued that everyone’s vote was counted, and the electronic ballot reader recognized pencil.
Petitioner Choe responded that pencils should not have been used, especially in light of the
other concerns raised.
The Court cannot find that the use of pencils, in violation of the Election Ordinance,
changed the outcome of the election.
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iii. Failure to check the identification of voters
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Petitioner Choe raised the challenge that voter’s IDs were not checked for voters. Mr. Choe
was sworn and gave testimony. He stated that when he arrived to vote with his father, neither
was asked for any identification. He stated that he was not asked to sign the Voter List. The
Petitioner stated his concern was that anyone could have voted in the election if identification
was not checked, which has always been the practice.

28
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Ms. Love argued that the Petitioner cast his ballot and voted. She called Heather
Graymountain, who was sworn and gave testimony. Ms. Graymountain stated that an Election
Board member was required to ask for identification for all voters. She stated that she did not
personally see or check the Petitioner’s identification.
The Court asked for verification of the process for submitting ballots. The witness stated that
voters were required to complete their ballots in their vehicles then exit and insert their ballot
into the electronic ballot reader. The machine would chime when a ballot was accepted.
The Petitioner stated that the machine was next to the building and the Election Board was
across the street with no line of sight to the machine. He argued that a person could have walked
over and put in multiple ballots. Ms. Graymountain testified that the machine was within the
view of the Election Board. She stated that there was a sound the machine would make. Ms.
Love asked if it was true that there was not any law that prevented a voter from inserting
another voter’s ballot. Ms. Graymountain agreed. Petitioner Choe stated that it was not one
thing that concerned him. He said it was the not verifying his ID, not monitoring the ballot box
and the other things that led him to believe that people could have voted illegally. It was the
failure to go through all of the steps that concerns him.
The Court cannot find that the failure to check the identification of voters occurred by clear
and convincing evidence.
iv. Failure to require the voters to sign the Eligible Voter List
The violation of law by the failure to have voters sign the Eligible Voter List was disclosed
during the hearing and was not raised by the Petitioners. The Court includes it here because of
the Petitioners’ assertions that the election was not conducted according to the tribal laws when
looked at as a whole. The requirement to sign the Eligible Voter List is stated in §1003,
subsection A:
When a voter arrives to the polling place on election day, the Election Board
shall check off the voter's name on the list of eligible voters. Each voter shall
place his or her signature next to his or her name on the list of eligible voters.
(Amended and Restated Election Ordinance (2019))
The Election Board stipulated that voters did not sign the Eligible Voter List. Ms. Love stated
that the concern was COVID-19 related. Further that the Election Board was using social
distancing and the decision was reasonable. The Court finds that this decision violates the
requirements of the Election Ordinance. The Election Board does not have statutory authority to
disregard the requirements in either the Constitution or the Election Ordinance, either for health
or welfare reasons.
v. Nominations were not accepted by a uniform process

25
26
27
28

Petitioner Preston raised the challenge of the nominations not being accepted uniformly by
the Election Board. Ms. Love stated that the process was different from the past because of the
risk of exposure. A nomination meeting that allowed eligible voters to speak was not held.
Again, the pandemic and risk of this exposure were cited as the reason. The meeting could have
been held outside with spaced seating and/or at the high school football field. The Court finds
that the Election Board’s decision to disregard the Election Ordinance requirements that eligible
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voters be allowed to speak at the nomination meeting was a violation of law. The risks could
have been mitigated with reasonable precautions.
The Petitioner stated that she appeared and signed the nomination forms; however, her
driver’s license was rejected to verify residency because it listed a PO Box as an address. She
stated, as shown by the Matrix, other nominees driver’s licenses were accepted even though
they listed a PO Box address. She stated she witnessed favoritism and bias in how the
nomination forms were processed.
The Petitioner further argued that it was not one process that was violated that resulted in an
unfair election but the culmination of all of the violations and bias that resulted in unfairness.
Ms. Love objected to the testimony by Ms. Preston stating that there had been no proof
submitted that she was treated differently or unfairly.
The Court cannot find by clear and convincing evidence that nominations were accepted in
violation of the Election Ordinance with the exception of not providing a safe forum for the
meeting and allowing voters to speak. The Court cannot find by clear and convincing evidence
that the violation resulted in a different outcome to the election.
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III.

Violation of the Constitution and Election Laws
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The Court finds the Election Board had a duty to clarify that the 2019 draft had been enacted
by Resolution. The Election Board and its legal counsel participated in meetings that led to the
restatement and amendment of the Election Ordinance. This is not a case of a tribal council
enacting a law and failing to disclose the new law to a tribal entity. The Election Ordinance
(2019) had been enacted for almost a year when the Election Board began planning the
December 2020 election. The Court finds the decision to use the 1997 Election Ordinance was a
violation of law.
The Court cannot find by clear and convincing evidence that the Petitioners met the burden
of proof to establish the Election Board violated the Tribe’s election laws in the disputed
challenges.
The Court cannot find the stipulated violations of the Election Ordinance: failing to post the
Eligible Voter List; failing to require the voters to sign the Eligible Voter list when voting;
failing to allow eligible voters to speak at a nomination meeting; failing to require the use of
pens to vote, when taken as a whole would have resulted in a different outcome. The Court may
only recommend the Election Board review its processes and act accordingly in the future.
The Election Ordinance, § 1202 requires that any appeals from the Tribal Court decision
shall be filed with the Court of Appeals within five (5) days of the issuance of the Tribal
Court decision, and the Court of Appeals shall decide the appeal within ten (10) days. If
the Tribal Court or Court of Appeals invalidates the election results, a new election shall
be held within sixty (60) days. Any issues not decided by the Court of Appeals and
remanded to the Tribal Court shall be heard and decided within ten (10) days from the
date of the Court of Appeals decision.
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